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F.A.O. DR PERRY
PROTEIN FRACTIONATION CENTRE

HEAT TREATED FACTOR V111 TRIAL

PATIENT AS DOSE 1940 U RECOVERY 101 PC T. HALF 6.5 HR
PATIENT PW DOSE 2453 U RECOVERY 94 PC T. HALF 12.0 HR
PATIENT RF DOSE 2366 U RECOVERY 95 PC T. HALF 10.2 HR
PATIENT MC DOSE 2621 U RECOVERY 77 PC T. HALF 8.8 HR

RECOVERIES MEASURED ON SAMPLES 1 HOUR AFTER INFUSION, PLASMA VOLUME ASSUMED TO BE 41 MLS PER KG.

CONCLUSION:
ALTHOUGH PRELIMINARY, THESE RESULTS ARE VERY SATISFACTORY BOTH FOR RECOVERIES AND HALF LIFE.

DR F.E. BOULTON
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
EDINBURGH AND SOUTH EAST SCOTLAND BLOOD TRANSFUSION SERVICE.
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